Abstract-Recent research has shown that the speaker's lip shape and movement contain rich identity-related information and can be adopted for speaker identification and authentication. Among all the static lip features, the lip texture (intensity variation inside the outer lip contour) is of high discriminative power to differentiate various speakers. However, the existing lip texture feature representations cannot describe the texture information adequately and provide unsatisfactory identification results. In this paper, a sparse representation of the lip texture is proposed and a corresponding visual speaker identification scheme is presented. In the training stage, a sparse dictionary is built based on the texture samples for each speaker. In the testing stage, for any lip image investigated, the lip texture information is extracted and the reconstruction errors using all the dictionaries for every speaker are calculated. The lip image is identified to the speaker with the minimum reconstruction error. The experimental results show that the proposed sparse coding based scheme can achieve much better identification accuracy (91.37% for isolate image and 98.21% for image sequence) compared with several state-of-the-art methods when considering the lip texture information only.
INTRODUCTION
In the past several years, biometric features, such as fingerprint, iris and human face, have been widely used for human identity identification and authentication. Recent study [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have shown that visual information about the lip region and its movement contain abundant speaker identity related information and can be regarded as a new biometric feature in many multi-modal person verification systems.
Different from some widely used biometric features such as the fingerprint, human face, etc., the lip biometrics contain both physiological and behavioral information about the speaker's identity. Different people have different lips. The unique lip shape and texture (intensity variation of the lip region) can be regarded as the physiological lip features. On the other hand, the lip movements during utterances which reflect the distinctive talking styles can be regarded as the behavioral lip features.
Many researches have proposed various lip feature representations for speaker authentication and identification [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . For the physiological part, Luettin et al. [3] employ the Active Shape Model (ASM) to describe the outer lip contour and both the lip shape and intensity profile along the contour points have been adopted to describe the static human lip. Broun et al. [4] incorporated the inner mouth information (visibility of the teeth and tongue during utterance) into the geometric lip shape descriptors to better describe the lip region. Matthews et al. [5] have proposed the Active Appearance Model for lip modeling and both the lip shape and the intensity variation inside the outer lip contour (referred to as the lip texture) have been adopted to represent the lip region. In our previous work [6] , we have demonstrated that the ICA-based presentation of the lip features (both shape and texture) can be a better choice compared with the traditional PCA-based representations in [5] . Recently, Goswami et al. proposed a new local texture descriptor (LOCP) to describe the lip texture and achieved a satisfactory performance for speaker identification [7] . For the behavioral part, the first order derivatives of the static features have been widely used to infer the dynamic information [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Based on the conclusions in [8, 9] , the static lip textures contain abundant information related to the speaker identity. However, the identification results solely based on the lip texture information from an isolate lip image are usually very low compared with the dynamic features [9] . In this paper, we have employed the sparse coding technique to provide a representative lip texture descriptor for each speaker and designed an efficient and accurate visual speaker identification scheme accordingly. The identification results have demonstrated that the proposed scheme solely based on the lip texture information can achieve a highly reliable performance for visual speaker identification.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly presents the methods to obtain the lip texture information based on our previous work. In section III, the proposed lip texture representation based on the sparse coding technique has been elaborated. The new visual speaker identification scheme based on the proposed feature is also presented in this section. The optimal parameter selection of the proposed feature has been discussed in Section IV and the identification results by the proposed method compared with several state-of-the-art techniques are also given in this section. Finally, Section V draws the conclusion.
II. LIP TEXTURE EXTRACTION

A. Lip Outer Contour Extraction
In order to extract the lip texture information, the lip region should be accurately located first. In our previous work, a robust lip region segmentation [10] and a lip contour extraction algorithm [11] have been proposed to extract the lip outer contour. For a lip image, the MS-FCM algorithm [10] is first applied to segment the entire image into two regions, i.e. the lip region and non-lip region. Based on the segmentation result, a point-driven lip contour extraction scheme [11] is adopted to obtain the lip contour in the image. A 5-2-7 lip model (5 points representing the lower lip contour, 2 points for the lip corners and 7 points for the upper lip contour) is adopted to describe the outer lip contour. Fig. 1 illustrates some lip outer contour extraction results using [10] and [11] . 
B. The Normalized Lip Texture Extraction
Since the main scope of this paper is focused on the lip texture information, variations caused by different lip shapes, lighting conditions, speaker's poses during utterances, distances between the speaker and the camera, etc. should be excluded from investigation. Hence, the following normalization procedure has been carried out to extract the lip texture information.
First, a linear projection has been performed to align the extracted lip outer contour with the reference shape and the entire region inside the outer lip contour is then projected onto the reference shape. The original lip texture feature (denoted by I) is constructed by concatenating all the intensity values inside the reference shape in a specific order. The detailed lip shape alignment method can be found in [11] .
Then, an intensity normalized scheme in [5] is applied to obtain the normalized lip texture feature (denoted by I normalized ), as given in Eqn.1 & 2.
where is I ref is the reference intensity vector, mean_i is the average intensity value of I, m is the number of elements in the vector I. 
III. LIP TEXTURE REPRESENTATION BY SPARSE CODING
A. Sparse Representation of Lip Textures
Sparse coding [12] is a generative model for various kinds of signals. The model describes a specific signal by a combination of atomic elements in a certain dictionary. The sparsity of the model limits the number of atomic elements used in the description of a single signal.
The normalized lip texture feature obtained in Section II-B is of high dimension, which leads to low efficiency in information representation and calculation. Hence, the sparse coding technique is adopted to provide an efficient representation for lip textures, which help reduce the redundancy and keep the key information as well. Given a lip texture feature I, the sparse code w can be obtained by Eqn. 3 as follows: argmin
where the original feature I is represented by a weighted summation of several elements in the dictionary D with the sparsity s and · and · denote the l-2 and l-0 norm distance, respectively. The final coding result w is obtained by minimizing the reconstruction error.
The dictionary used in sparse coding usually reflects the underlying characteristics of the input signal. In our approach, a series of texture features for a specific speaker are selected to build the speaker's texture feature dictionary. Considering both accuracy and efficiency, the K-SVD [12] is employed to generate the dictionary from the training texture features. Given N speakers investigated, a set of N dictionaries, i.e. {D 1 ,D 2 , …, D N } can be obtained.
B. Speaker Identification Scheme Based on Sparse Coding
Based on the analysis in Section III-A, the sparse coding technique provides an efficient way to represent the highdimensional lip texture feature with a low-dimensional sparse code. The original lip texture can be reconstructed directly with the knowledge of the sparse code and the dictionary. Using an appropriate dictionary which well matches the lip texture, the reconstruction error will be small. On the other hand, if the dictionary adopted is irrelevant to the lip texture, the reconstruction error will be large. Fig.3 provides an illustration for such phenomenon. From Fig.3 , it is observed that the reconstructed lip texture by the speaker's dictionary better matches the original lip texture. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Database and Experimental setup
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of the proposed lip identification approach, the database in [9] has been used for investigation. The database contains 40 speakers (29 male and 11 female) and each speaker is asked to repeat the phrase "3725" for ten times. This phrase is selected to cover various movement and different shape of human lip and provides rich information for human identification. Each sequence contains 90 lip images of size 220×180 lasting for three seconds.
Three sequences (including 3×90=270 lip images) for each speaker are randomly selected to train the speaker's dictionary. The rest seven sequences are used for testing.
B. Discriminative Ability of the Reconstruction Error
In order to investigate the discriminative ability of the reconstruction error used in our identification scheme, a speaker is randomly selected from the database. All the reconstruction errors of the speaker's testing samples using the speaker's dictionary and the other 39 speaker's dictionaries are analyzed. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of the reconstruction errors, where the blue line shows the distribution of the reconstruction error using the speaker's dictionary and the red line shows the distribution using the other speaker's dictionaries. From the figure, it is observed that the two distributions are well separated to some extent, which demonstrates that the reconstruction error can be a good measure to differentiate the speaker's identity. 
C. Selection of the Size of the Dictionary
The size of dictionary is an important parameter in sparse coding, which influence the efficiency and accuracy in reconstruction and classification. In order to evaluate the influence caused by this parameter and thus select an optimal value, the following experiments have been carried out. Four kinds of sizes, i.e. 8, 16, 32, 64, are investigated and the identification accuracies are given in Table I . From the table, it is observed that the size of 32 provides the best identification results. In addition, the identification accuracy does not change much (less than 2%) with different selections of the size, which demonstrates the proposed method is not sensitive to the parameter selection. [7] ( Chan's in short) , are adopted for comparison.
Note that in our experiments for all the features, three sequences are adopted for training and the remaining seven sequences for testing. Two kinds of identification accuracies are analyzed to evaluate the performance of the identification schemes: i) the identification accuracy for an isolated lip image; ii) the identification accuracy for a lip image sequence (containing 90 images). Since only the static lip texture feature is analyzed, the identification result for a lip sequence can be obtained by majority voting over the identification results for all the lip images in the sequence. Table II shows the identification results for all the schemes investigated. It is observed from the table that the proposed sparse coding based scheme achieves much better identification performance compared with the other three approaches investigated. The high identification accuracy demonstrates that sparse coding can provide a fine representation of various lip texture in an efficient manner. Compared with the existing lip texture representations (PCAbased for Matthews's, ICA-based for Wang's and local texture based for Chan's), the proposed sparse representation shows advantages in both accuracy and feature dimension (the sparse code is only 32-dimensional).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a sparse coding based lip texture representation. Based on the representation, a new visual speaker identification scheme solely based on the static lip texture has also been designed. For each speaker, the sparse coding technique is adopted to learn a representative dictionary from the training samples of the speaker's lip texture. Then the reconstruction error is adopted as a discriminative measure to differentiate various speakers based on the fact that when using the appropriate dictionary (the speaker's own dictionary), the reconstructed lip texture can well match the original one while large reconstruction error will occur when using the inappropriate dictionary (the other speaker's dictionary). From the experimental results, it is observed that the proposed identification scheme outperforms the three approach investigated.
